Product Technical Data Sheet 083
Bamboo Furniture Raisers
Product Range
P11656 6” Furniture Raisers
P11644 4” Furniture Raisers
Product Description & Intended Purpose
Provide a simple solution for raising the height of
furniture. Suitable for use with bed, chair and table
legs and castors.
Product Features


Attractive bamboo wood, finished with hard
wearing clear lacquer.



P11656 (6”) - wide base for increased stability.



P11644 (4”) - multiple recesses for a range of
furniture.

Technical Specification
P11656 (6”)

P11644 (4”)

75mm

75mm

20mm

20mm

155mm
100mm

20mm
15mm

50mm
100mm

145mm

Maximum Safe Working Load: 380kg (60st) for a set of 4.
Installation Information: (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions)


Lift the corner of the bed/chair/table etc. and slide the raiser under. Take care when lifting
heavy items of furniture.



Locate the furniture leg/castor in the recess in the top of the raiser. Note: P11644 offers two
recess diameters, choose the most appropriate.



Repeat for all four raisers.



Check the furniture is stable prior to use.

PTDS083
Bamboo Furniture Raisers
Safety Precautions


Do not attempt to fit the raisers to furniture which is occupied.



Do not exceed the maximum safe working load, 380kg (60st).



Take care when fitting raisers, ask for assistance if furniture is heavy or bulky.



Do not attempt to move raised furniture.

Cleaning


Clean regularly using a soft damp cloth to remove build up of dirt and debris.

Care & Maintenance


Frequently check the raisers are correctly fitted and the furniture is stable.



Periodically check the raisers for signs of wear. Any suspected faults or damage should
immediately be reported to the supplier and the product taken out of use.

Accessories / Related Products
None

FAQ’s


Are these raisers stackable?
No these raisers are not designed to be stacked.



Can these raisers be used for outdoor furniture?
These raisers are intended for indoor use only.
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